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The most famous inhabitant of Komodo National Park is certainly the *Varanus komodoensis*—the “Komodo dragon”—a 90-kilogram carnivorous lizard with a fatally poisonous bite. Several thousand of these extraordinary beasts exist on the small, eastern Indonesian islands of Komodo and Rinca, and as a result of their presence the area has been under some form of protection since the Dutch colonial era.
“Komodo Dragon” (1912), he first published image of the full *Varanus Komodoensis*

In the 1912 volume of the *Bulletin du Jardin Botanique de Buitenzorg* the Dutch zoologist Peter A. Ouwens was the first to publish a description and photos of a previously unknown and very large *varanus* species that he proposed to call: *Varanus Komodoensis*.
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But the national park (established in 1980) also protects the marvelous marine environment around the islands, which contains a dazzling array of reef-building coral and sponges, and an extraordinary assortment of fish species, as well as sea turtles, mantas, whales, dolphins, and sharks. Humans have inhabited the islands for centuries, but like much of the population of the poverty-stricken regions of eastern Indonesia, the villagers live at a subsistence level, eking out their existence largely though fishing and collecting sea products.
While the islands are remote—Komodo was once a penal colony—in the 1990s, the park became a popular destination for independent backpackers and tour groups, mostly arriving from Bali. Annual visitation numbers surged to over 30,000 in 1996, generating substantial revenue for this underdeveloped region. Conflicts soon emerged between conservationists and the local population over access to the park’s terrestrial and marine resources, a battle that was aggravated by the breakdown of the Indonesian economy in 1997, the toppling of the Suharto regime in 1998, and the complete collapse of the tourism industry in the wake of the 2002 terrorist bombing in Bali. The implementation of legislation in 1999, which devolved control over national parks from the central government to the regencies, complicated Komodo’s already tangled administration. During this tumultuous period, the Indonesian government called upon the Nature Conservancy to help protect the park, and in conjunction with the Indonesian Directorate General for Nature Conservation and Protection, the Conservancy produced a comprehensive plan for the long-term management of Komodo.

However, the Conservancy’s program was undermined by the regency government of West Manggarai, which refused to surrender the administration of the park, and a local population that resented the Conservancy’s stricter enforcement of conservation policies. After the departure of the Conservancy in 2010, the park fell under the supervision of a regency government notorious for mismanagement practices, for example the granting of mining permits in the park’s vicinity.
By 2008, tourism to the park had rebounded and continues to grow, but the economic benefits from this expanding industry have been concentrated in the gateway town of Labuan Bajo, the capital of the regency of West Manggarai. A small fishing village in the 1980s, as a result of the national park Labuan Bajo has become a regional hub, with an airport and a developed infrastructure to supply the modern conveniences demanded by international tourists.

The national park is a principal generator of wealth for the regency and has a decisive influence on the politics of the region. For the broader Indonesian public, Komodo is a remote location—less than ten percent of the tourists to the park are domestic Indonesians. Nevertheless, the national park has become a world-renowned attraction, and its future management and the distribution of its economic benefits will involve contests between a range of interests, including regional leaders, the Indonesian government, international conservation organizations, tourism entrepreneurs, local fisherman, and the residents of the park. The continued conflict or eventual reconciliation between these various stakeholders will provide a valuable case study for assessing the local, long-term political and economic consequences of expanding tourism at national parks in other developing regions of Southeast Asia and the Pacific.
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